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In order to guarantee drivers / teams / officials a regular procedure in the event of a race 
interruption (RED FLAG) or START DELAYED, the following regulations are valid in 
accordance with DMSB Karting Regulations / DMSB Karting Championships: 
 

Procedure for Suspending a Race/ Heat by RED FLAG (general reasons) 
 karts stop on the race track (designated in the briefing, e.g. start-finish line) 

 mechanics are only allowed to enter the racetrack when instructed by the race director* 

 the race director will announce a new start time 

 no changes or adjustments are allowed on the karts 

 reset of the front fairing is allowed** 

 max the driver and 1 mechanic are allowed per kart* 

 repairs are only allowed in the designated area (repair area/pitlane)      restart from the 
designated area (repair area/pitlane) according to DMSB Karting Championships Art. 7.6 

 

Procedure for Suspending a Race/ Heat by RED FLAG (changed weather conditions) 
 karts stop on the race track (designated in the briefing, e.g. start-finish line) 

 mechanics are only allowed to enter the racetrack when instructed by the race director* 

 the race director will announce a new start time 

 changes or adjustments are allowed on the karts (e.g. Set Up, Tires, Ratio) 

 reset of the front fairing is allowed** 

 no change can be made to the original equipment (Chassis, Engine)  

 max. the driver and 1 mechanic are allowed per kart* 

 repairs are only allowed in the designated area (repair area/pitlane)      restart from the 
designated area (repair area/pitlane) accornding to DMSB Karting Championships Art. 7.6 
 

Procedure for Suspending a Race/ Heat by RED FLAG (during the first 2 laps) or the 
display of “START DELAYED“ 

 when instructed by the race director, the karts drive direct to the start-servicing-park or could 
be brought to the start-servicing-park by the mechanics. 

 mechanics are only allowed to enter the racetrack when instructed by the race director* 

 the race director will announce a new start time 

 if the race was interrupted during the first 2 laps, the race will be restarted completely  

 all changes, adjustments and repairs are allowed on the karts 

 spare parts or fuel could be brought into the start-servicing-park 

 Refueling is allowed 

 the karts could be replaced by other karts provided that was placed within Parc Fermè prior 
to the original race start. 

 Karts who do not arrive in the Pre-Grid-area in time, have to start from the repair area/ pit 
lane 

 
*If the race director determines that unauthorized persons or more persons are working on a kart or 
a mechanic has entered the racetrack before the race director's instruction, the driver concerned 
have to restart from the repair zone/pit lane. 
 

**All front fairings triggered until the time of the race interruption will be charged according to DMSB 
Kart Regulations Art. B17 punished with a time penalty of 5 seconds. 


